Calcasieu Parish
Public Schools
Creating Courses, Sharing Content
and Improving Communication
Calcasieu Parish Public Schools in southwest Louisiana has learned to
leverage technology to improve efficiency and productivity across the
district. As the sixth-largest public school system in the state with an
enrollment of over 33,000 students, the district first looked at Webbased communications and learning management platforms in 2000
as a means of addressing the online learning needs of a small group of
students in their schools. With an eye on improving student achievement,
Calcasieu also wanted a technology platform that could leverage expertise
throughout the district to create courses, share content and facilitate
communication within the community.
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Each Calcasieu department develops their own curricu-

teachers have access to important content and communications through the Blackboard platform. Whether it
is the nursing staff sharing documentation between
schools and parents or elementary teachers developing
a complete standards-based curriculum with courses
and a repository of teacher-created, teacher-approved
content, Blackboard software has become essential
to the work of the district. It is working because the
technology department provides the budget, support,
and training while every district department contributes time, resources and dollars. “The faculty and staff
have ownership,” says Abshire. “They know that this is
their project. We provide Blackboard technology as the
platform to facilitate the work that needs to be done.”

lum and training in the Blackboard system. The district
has developed over 50 courses that are available statewide and offer quality training on everything from technology to curriculum development. Tracking participation, logins and involvement in the courses and surveys
provides clear accountability and enables departments
to modify and adjust training as needed. The majority
of courses continue to be used and reused with minimal effort. The district finds that online professional
development ensures a certain quality and consistency
of effort. “We know what they’ve covered and what
they’ve mastered,” says Abshire. “All of the information
has been delivered in a concise and consistent manner.
Online professional development is an engaged learn-
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to information helps reduce management and development costs. “This is life beyond the piece of paper you
can’t find,” says Abshire. In fact, the “paper” she refers
to is always available online from any network connection, but instead of printing and faxing, Calcasieu staff

are learning to post once and use
many times from anywhere at
any time. The technology department posts handouts and tutorials for just-in-time learning, and
the curriculum department can
easily update curriculum guides
and lesson plans. Study groups
use the content repository to post
documents for discussion and the
collaboration tools for discussion.
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A new technology course helps
teachers learn new tools while
engaging in project-based learning as part of their professional
development. Web 2.0 courses
highlight technology tools such
as blogs, wikis and podcasts.
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any other Calcasieu Blackboard
course. Abshire says that’s no
surprise. “Our elementary teachers have built a master
content collection of resources that are totally aligned
with state standards that rivals anything in the country,”
she says. “It was created by teachers for teachers.” The
entire repository is meta-tagged so teachers simply
enter a grade or subject area to pull up resources and
worksheets that have been juried and approved. Blackboard reporting tools allow the team to monitor what’s
being used and make more available in the system.

ing and problem solving.

Spreading District News
and Sharing Expertise
As the largest employer in the

parish and a community leader, Calcasieu Public
Schools System plays a critical role in connecting the
social fabric of the parish, and Blackboard solutions
have come to play a key role there as well. “Blackboard
provides a PR tool for our district,” says Abshire. The
Blackboard branded portal feature allows principals to
build their school Web site and provide access to learning, community groups, and content for teachers as well
as parents and students. In 2005, when Hurricane Rita
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makes it possible for the district to respond quickly
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to new requirements and training on emerging tech-

Calcasieu uses Blackboard community engagement

nologies. When new federal law required that districts
receiving eRate funds make children and parents aware
of online safety practices, Calcasieu developed an online
course outside of the traditional curriculum. “We’re
making sure we are compliant and that the information
is really digested,” says Abshire. “It is not just a teacher
telling her students or the school sending home a flyer

days. No matter where teachers were, they could use

technology to promote informal learning and sharing
through professional learning communities for principals, school accreditation preparation and review,
Baldrige Quality training and discussion groups, schoolbased study groups and the technology department
help desk. A New Teacher Academy community helps
each cohort of new teachers stay together during
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